Welcome to the Waldhaus!
10 km from bustling St. Moritz, in an unspoiled alpine village, a grand hotel with character and
warmth, family owned and managed for five generations.
Splendid views of gleaming lakes and impressive mountains: the Waldhaus sits above peaceful
Sils- Maria like a fairy-tale castle, amidst lovely walking and hiking trails, with excellent
downhill and cross-country skiing close at hand.
An architectural landmark with a proud history, five-star ranking, 140 rooms, 230 beds and a
staff of 145, this is the very idea of a grand hotel. The Waldhaus is grand, but also playful and
relaxed! Vibrantly alive and comfortably old-fashioned behind the imposing façade, enlivened by
the wide range of ages and backgrounds of those who visit and work here.

Character
Like an intricate melody there is more to the Waldhaus than what first impressions reveal. The
hotel wears its 111 years with pride, alive to the here and now, and to its past as well. Here
eleven decades come together to form a unique whole. The owners and managers have carefully
guarded their independence for five generations, while vigorously exploiting the freedom that
this allows. This has created a finely balanced and profoundly Swiss mix of frugality and
generosity, which may also explain why nearly half of our guests are Swiss.
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“Business”
Business as usual, 1800 m above sea level and more than three hours away from any major city.
This old-fashioned, family-oriented vacation hotel is a long way from being a typical conference
and business hotel, not only in terms of its location, high up in the mountains and at some
distance from the nearest major city and airport. However, mental and physical distance may be
just what you are looking for for a meeting, an incentive, a seminar or a smaller conference.
We are well-equipped with ideas and installations for just such an event. For example, we have
four comfortable well-appointed rooms of 25 to 70 m², in addition to the “Sunny Corner” of 90
m² and the “wedding room” of 160 m². And we devote the same old-fashioned, discreet and
personal care to all our guests, be they here for work or pleasure.
Included in the daily flat rate TV, DVD player, video-player S-VHS, overhead projector, moderator
case, screen, slide projector, Internet access, Business Corner
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Hotel information
Matters culinary
Enjoy our half-pension menus with their array of choices, including a vegetarian alternative or,
try an excellent meal in our Arvenstube; Graubünden and other regional specialties served every
evening; refined fish dishes and other tasty à la carte dishes. We may also be able to reserve our
Arvenstube exclusively for you and your team.
Mondays: Chef’s Table in our impressive hotel kitchen, Tuesdays: “chefs to the fore” - a very
special buffet, Thursdays: “dîner de gala” with live music and candlelight.
Daily in summer, outdoor luncheon on our terrace in the forest, weather permitting.
Daily afternoon tea concert & evening music for dancing
The Waldhaus endeavors to continue this grand hotel tradition with its own small but excellent
salon orchestra. The musicians play daily (except Mondays) from 4 to 6 p.m. in the great lounge,
and on lovely summer days during lunch and in the early afternoon outdoors. They play every
evening from 9 p.m. in the great lounge and for dancing in the bar. For a change of pace, jazz
musicians and other musical performers sometimes take center stage.
Waldhaus Spa and swimming pool
What could be more pleasant than to relax at the Waldhaus Spa after your meeting? Holistic
relaxation, high-quality treatments or a classic crawl in our indoor pool: find the right balance
at the Waldhaus Spa.
Our new spa has been open since the 2016/17 winter season. Architects Miller & Maranta’s design
is carefully integrated into the surrounding larch and stone-pine forests. It expands our indoor
pool on three levels: wellness, treatments and aquatic pleasures for all age groups. Relax and
enjoy!
Waldhaus guests have free access to the entire Waldhaus Spa.
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Conference rooms
Margna conference room
About the name: Sils-Maria’s signature mountain, Piz Margna, is an outlier of the Bernina
mountain chain. With a height of 3,159 m, it is an impressive presence. Whether snow-covered
in the glittering sun or on a clear autumn day, it emanates a very special atmosphere.
Suited for small-group meetings or as a break-out room. Situated one floor below the main level,
the Margna conference room is reached by a flight of stairs.
Technical equipment: mobile beamer available

Seating arrangements

4.36

Boardroom: max. 10 seats

Size 25 m2

U-shaped: max. 12 seats

5.96
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Chasté conference room
About the name: the Chasté peninsula is a comfortable walk from the hotel on Lake Sils. It is a
lovely place to find quiet and inspiration, as Friedrich Nietzsche discovered many years ago.
Suited for small-group meetings or as a breakout room. Situated one floor below the main level,
the Chasté conference room is reached by a flight of stairs.
Technical equipment: mobile beamer available

Seating arrangements
Size: 25m2

4.36

Boardroom: max. 10 seats

U-shaped: max. 12 seats

5.96
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Grevasalvas conference room
About the name: Grevasalvas stands for several beautiful places; an alpine village, a tiny lake, a
Fuorcla (mountain ridge) and a peak of 2,932 m. At our hotel, the name stands for a light-flooded
conference room, furnished with the latest technical equipment.
Situated one floor below the main floor, the Grevasalvas conference room is reached by a flight
of stairs.
Technical equipment: fixed integrated TV (82 inch), including DVD/ Blue-ray

Seating arrangements
Boardroom: max. 20 seats

Size: 54m2

10.76

U-shaped: max. 16 seats

5.72
Concert seating: max. 35 seats
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Fex conference room
About the name: the Waldhaus sits right at the gateway to this idyllic, peaceful valley with its
numerous hiking trails for great walks, especially helpful after an intensive meeting.
Situated one floor below the main floor, the Fex conference room is reached by a flight of stairs.
Technical equipment: fixed installations (screen, beamer, TV, DVD/ Blue-ray, sound system)

Seating arrangements
Concert seating: max. 60 seats

7.94
Size: 70m2

8.80

Classroom: max. 30 seats

U-shaped: max. 24 seats
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Sunny Corner
The Sunny Corner is flooded with light. Its columns and an arch add to the very pleasant
atmosphere. The room, on the main floor, can be used for a variety of events, such as seminars,
lectures, concerts and readings. It also is an attractive venue for a celebration with lunch or
dinner.
Technical equipment: fixed installations: screen, beamer, TV, DVD, sound system

Seating arrangements
U-shaped: max. 14 seats

Boardroom: max. 20 seats

2.73

Classroom: max. 24 seats
Size: 90m2

8.74

7.57

Concert seating: max. 60 seats

Banquet seating: max. 40 seats
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Wedding room
Not a classic conference room, but more of a festival hall, as the name says, with daylight, high
ceilings with stucco decoration. And, yet, it is sometimes used as a conference room as a result
of its size.
Fixed equipment: screen

Seating arrangements
Concert seating: max. 170 seats

Classroom: max. 60 seats

U-shaped: max. 26 seats

Size: 160m2
Banquet seating: max. 94 seats
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Celebrations: ideas for activities
Do you want to give your event some special touches?

Ideas for excursions
Summer














Carriage ride to the Fex Valley (little church with 15th century frescos) and “pit stop”
with Graubünden or Italian specialties
Walks and hikes from Sils to Grevasalvas, Fedoz, Isola, Chasté, Maloja, to Lake Cavloc
and many other places. We will be happy to advise you.
Various other short and long hikes (“Höhenweg” trail Alp Languard-Muottas Muragl,
Roseg Valley, Furtschellas-Corvatsch)
Boat trip on Lake Sils with a stop in Isola (with a goat-cheese tasting) or in Maloja
(Belvedere tower and moulins).
Lunch on Furtschellas combined with enticing mountain hikes
Relaxing evening at “Chüdera”, the mountain restaurant at the top of the Furtschellas
cable car, with a special menu and folk music
Trip with a chartered Swiss Post bus to the Swiss National Park, with a meal at the
romantic “Hotel Parc Naziunal”
A visit to the Swiss National Park Center in Zernez
Crossing a mountain pass by train (Bernina) or by post bus:
Maloja Pass–Bergell–Soglio (Palazzo Salis)
Bernina Pass–Val Poschiavo (historic Albrici Hotel in Poschiavo)
Ofen Pass–Merano, returning via the Reschen Pass–Val Poschiavo–Bernina (culture &
gastronomy)
Excursion to Chiavenna (visit the Palazzo Vertemate) with lunch in a typical grotto

Winter






Horse-drawn carriage rides in the Fex or Roseg Valley
Sledding fun on the special 5-km run from Preda to Bergün
Moonlight run with sleds or skis
On foot or on cross-country skis across frozen Lake Sils with a stop in Isola for a glass
of mulled wine, punch or a rustic Bregaglia specialty
Evening walk in an unforgettable winter setting to Alp Prasüra, a restaurant in a barn
serving culinary delights from the region

Museums









In-house hotel museum (guided visits only)
Nietzsche House in Sils
Robbi Museum in Sils
Segantini Museum and Engadine Museum in St. Moritz
Museum Alpin in Pontresina
Ciäsa Granda = Bregaglia Valley Museum in Stampa (summer only)
Castelmur castle in Stampa-Coltura (summer only)
Cultural archive in Samedan
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Entertainment
Culinary






On Thursdays “Dîner de gala” by candlelight and with live music
Every evening in the Arvenstube: Graubünden and other regional specialties; changing
Spécialités du marché, refined fish dishes and other tasty “à la carte” dishes
Every second Tuesday, “chefs to the fore” – a very special buffet
Daily in summer “Lunch champêtre”, lunch outdoors, weather permitting
Cooking and wine seminars

Music





Daily (except Mondays) from 4 to 6 p.m. light classical music for coffee and cake in the
great lounge or outside with our Waldhaus trio
Every evening dancing and live music in the bar
Weekly classical concerts at the village church, and sometimes at the Waldhaus
Do you need the right musicians for your gala evening? Are you looking for a solo
entertainer for your family party? We will be happy to provide a list of professional
musicians and performers.

Sports opportunities
Summer













Tennis (2 outdoor courts, 1 indoor court) with resident pro
Miniature golf
Nordic walking
Mountain bike rentals from the hotel
Beach volleyball at the “Sils beach”
Diverse walking trails; mountain climbing courses
Our hiking guide will be happy to help you decide
Sailing and wind-surfing on Lake Sils and Silvaplana
Rowing; boat trips with Europe’s highest scheduled motorboat line
Fishing
3 Golf courses (18 holes in Samedan and Zuoz, 9 holes in St. Moritz)
Driving range and 6-hole practice golf course in Sils
Indoor pool, sauna, steam bath, massages and gym

Winter











Splendid ski runs on Furtschellas, Corvatsch, Corviglia
Free “shuttle service to the Sils ski area
Ski school Corvatsch (private or group lessons)
Cross-country trails (approx. 100 km)
Guided ski tours
Outdoor ice-skating rink and curling in the center of Sils (Christmas to mid-March)
Well-tended walking trails, sledding runs
Indoor pool, sauna, steam bath, massages and gym
Sledding runs in Sils, Muottas Muragl and Preda-Bergün
Guided snowshoe outings
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